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EXISTENCE OF SMOOTH SOLUTIONS
TO THE CLASSICAL MOMENT PROBLEMS

PALLE E. T. JORGENSEN

Abstract. Let s(0), s(l), ... be a given sequence, and define s(n) = s(—n)

for n < 0 . If 2~Z I] íníms(m ~ n) t 0 holds for all finite sequences (in)nez .

then it is known that there is a positive Borel measure p. on the circle T such

that s(n) = f*n e"" dß(t), and conversely. Our main theorem provides a

necessary and sufficient condition on the sequence (s(n)) that the measure p.

may be chosen to be smooth. A measure ß is said to be smooth if it has the

same spectral type as the operator id/dt acting on L2(T) with respect to Haar

measure dt on T : Equivalently, p is a superposition (possibly infinite) of

measures of the form |w(i)|2í77 with w € L2(T) such that dw/dt e L2(T).

The condition is stated purely in terms of the initially given sequence (s(n)):

We show that a smooth representation exists if and only if, for some e e M+ ,

the a priori estimate

^^s(m-n)lnc,m > c|53«j(n)i„|

is valid for all finite double sequences (£« ). An analogous result is proved for

the determinate (Hamburger) moment problem on the line. But the correspond-

ing result does not hold for the indeterminate moment problem.

1. Introduction

Given an infinite sequence of numbers s(n), « G Z, the trigonometric mo-

ment problem [Ak] concerns (the familiar) conditions on the sequence which

allow a representation

(1.1) s(n)= f   ein'dp(t),       neZ,
J—7C

for some positive Borel measure p on the circle. The corresponding problem

for the real line (solved first by Hamburger [Ha]) asks, for a given sequence

5(0), s (I), ... , for a (finite) positive Borel measure ¡* onl such that

(1.2) s(n)= ( xndv(x),        « = 0,1,2,....
Jit

In this note, we shall use harmonic analysis and operator theory to solve

the restricted problem (for the circle T1   and the line R)  which asks for a
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representation of a given sequence in terms of a "smooth" measure. Both of

the groups T1 and R have the respective Haar measures, and we ask for the

representing measures to be absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure,

and to satisfy an additional smoothness condition.

Definition 1.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and let dt denote the

(unique up to scalar multiple) Haar measure on G. Let L2(G) be the Hubert

space of all square integrable functions on G (with respect to Haar measure).

We say that a measure p on G is smooth if it is of the form \w(t)\2dt for some

w g L2(G) with L2-derivative, or if it is a superposition of such measures, i.e.,

there is a sequence wk G L2(G), k = 1, 2, ... , each wk with L2-derivative,

such that Y,k \wk\2 e LX(G), ¿^k \w'k\2 e LX(G), and the measure p is repre-

sented as a sum Yjk \wk(t)\2dt.

Such representations arise frequently in spectral theory for operators [Jo]

which, in turn, are studied in terms of moment theory. The representation

holds on the absolutely continuous part of the spectrum of the operator under

consideration.

2. The main theorem

We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions (applicable to the two mo-

ment problems) which are stated directly in terms of the given sequence. The

sequence will have a representation, (1.1) resp., (1.2), with a smooth measure

if and only if the respective conditions are satisfied.

We begin with the trigonometric moment problem where the result is easier

to state because representing measures are automatically unique, see e.g., [B-C]

or [Lai].

Theorem 2.1. Let s(0), s( 1 ), 5(2), ... be a scalar sequence, and define, for n <

0, s(n) := s(-n). Then there is a smooth positive Borel measure p on the circle

such that

(2.1) s(n)= [   ein,dp(t)

if and only if there is an e G R+ with the property that the a priori estimate

a
(2.2) 5^5^iB{Mj(/w-«)>e J2 nS(n^n

is satisfied for all complex (finite) sequences (£„)„« •

In the remark below, we first sketch why (2.2) is necessary. The proof of

sufficiency represents the main portion of the paper. The technical lemmas are

included in §3.

Remark 2.2. The condition (2.2) is clearly necessary. If a smooth p exists as

specified, pick functions wk G L2(dt) (where dt denotes Haar measure on

the circle) such that dp(t) = £ \wk(t)\2dt, and w'k = dwk/dt G L2(dt) again
with integrable square sum.  When p is given by a finite Laurent expansion,
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1/2

p(eit) = En^e"",then

._ i i- i _   t
V«5(«)<^„  =   / p'dp\ = \J2    p'wkwkdt

1 \Jti        \    \     j
i_   /•

= E / •P(u'*5'* + wtüJÍ)í/r

<2(x;/ki2^)1/2(e/w>*i2^)1/2

= C (y |p|2^)     = C (J^í^íím - «))

which is the desired estimate for e = C~2 .

The proof that (2.2) is also sufficient for existence of a smooth representation

is nontrivial.

3. Details of proof (sufficiency of (2.2))

We first review the construction of the measure p. The discussion is couched

in terms of algebras and representations. These will be needed in §§4-5 below.

Consider the Hubert space %* obtained by an application of the Gelfand-

Naimark-Segal construction [Po] to the quadratic form Yin Y,ms(n - m)Ç„Çm

which is certainly positive semidefinite by virtue of assumption (2.2) above.

Recall that we have extended the given sequence 5(0), 5(1), 5(2),... to be

defined also for « < 0 by setting s(n) = s(-n). Let p(z) = ¿^„Znz" be a

trigonometric polynomial (i.e., 3A > 0 such that the coefficient sequence (£„)
satisfies, ¿¡n = 0 for all n , \n\ > N), and let ¿P denote the vector space of all

such trigonometric polynomials defined on T1.

Then the Hubert space X is obtained as a completion of this space & of
all trigonometric polynomials, quotient out by the radical consisting of p(-)
satisfying

(3.1) ££5(«-m)6,|m = 0.
n     m

It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that both of trigonometric poly-
nomials zp(z) and ~zp(z) (defined on T1 where 1 = z~x) satisfy (3.1) when-

ever p(-) does. Since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in C(T') by
the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, it follows that a unitary operator V on %? is

defined by

(3.2) (Vp)(z) = zp(z),        ZGT1, pG^.

Let, p —>[P]> denote the quotient mapping, embedding ¿P as a dense linear

subspace of %f*, and let 1 denote the constant one element in £P. Then the

vector [1] is cyclic in ^ for the operator group {V : « g Z}, and

(3.3) s(n) = ([l],V[l])

where (•, •) denotes the inner product of the above mentioned Hubert space

%?. For p(z) = Yut,nzn , and q(z) = £ n„z" given elements in 3°, we have

(p, (?) = Yi,n Sm?m»7ns(n _ m) ■ The validity of formula (3.3) is part of the

conclusion of the GNS-construction. Also note that (3.3) provides a solution
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(the solution, in fact!) to the moment problem for the given sequence {s(n)}.

For, if P(-) denotes the spectral resolution of V, then the formula,

(3.4) P(-):=([1],P(-)11])

defines a positive Borel measure on the circle group T1 (which is now viewed

as the dual compact Abelian group for Z). This follows immediately from
substitution of the expression

(3.5) Vn= [ znP(dz),        neZ,
Jv

into (3.3) above, and using that P(-) is an orthogonal projection-valued Borel
measure on. T1 .

Let / be a bounded Borel function on T1, and let f(V) be the correspond-
ing operator defined by the functional calculus

f(V) = / f(z)P(dz).

Then the assignment

(3.6) f(V)[l]~f(z)

defines a unitary isomorphism of ß? onto L2(T', dp). This follows again from

a combination of formula (3.3) above, the spectral theorem, and the Stone-

Weierstrass Approximation Theorem. Under this mapping, the vector [1] in

%? is mapped onto the constant function in L2(p). When the measure p

is normalized, corresponding to taking 5(0) = 1 , we get [1] mapped to the

constant function one in L2(p).

The following lemma is based on the argument from [B-R, Proposition

3.2.28]. Having the above-mentioned isomorphism, we may identify & with a
dense linear subspace of L2(p) where p is the representing measure for (s(n)),

which we take to be a probability measure on T1. If p(>) is given by the finite

Laurent series, p(z) = Y,n£,nzn, then p(V) = Y,c;nV" . Since V is unitary,

we have, for « < 0, V" = (V*)~n. We further define the derivative p' by the

Laurent series

(3.7) p'(z) = J>i„z».
n

With this terminology, we have

Lemma 3.1. There is a symmetric operator D in L2(p) and a vector xp G L2(p)

such that ¿P is contained in the domain of D, and further

(3.8) Dp = p' + p(V)ip,        pG^.

Proof. Let p G 3° be given with Laurent series £,n » and let p* be the trigono-

metric polynomial with Laurent series, « .-> Ç_„ . Then it follows that

(3.9) (pT = -(/>*)';

and further that

(3.10) (pq)'=p'q+pq'

for all p , q e &>.
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The estimate (2.2), may be rewritten in the form,

5>««j», < C||p|b(ß)

now valid for some fixed (finite) constant C. From the Riesz-representation

theorem, we get some tpo G L2(p) satisfying

(3.11) yV„5(«) = (i//o,p)= / WoPdp.
n JV

Using this identity, and (3.9), we then conclude that y/0 + Wo = 0, i.e. that

y/o takes purely imaginary values almost everywhere (w.r.t. p) on T1 . Now

apply identity (3.10) to p*q for an arbitrary pair of elements p, q in 3s.

When the property of \po is used, we conclude that the operator D in L2(p),

defined by Dp = p' + \p(V)ipo, is symmetric, i.e., (Dp, q) = (p, Dq) where

(p, Dq) = jvp(Dq)dp. It follows that the function tp := ¿ipo satisfies the

properties stated in the lemma.   G

We shall also need the

Lemma 3.2. The operator pair D, V in L2(p) satisfies the commutation relation

(3.12) VnD(V)* =D-nI

for all « G Z, as an operator identity on 3s where I denotes the identity

operator.

Proof. The conclusion of the lemma is a direct consequence of formulas (3.8)

and (3.10) above. Note that, in the function representation (3.6) of %? as

L2(p), the operator p(V) in (3.8) is multiplication by the function, z —> p(z)

on T1, and this is a bounded operator since multiplication by z (on T1) is

unitary on L2(p). However, \p may be unbounded.   G

4. Extending the representation

Our next step is based on an extension theorem for operator systems of the

form (3.12). The operator D in (3.8) is symmetric but generally not selfadjoint.

The corresponding deficiency-indices [A-G] measure the lack of selfadjointness.

Recall that these indices are defined as the co-dimensions of the respective linear

subspaces, (D±iI)£P in L2(p) where i = \T—\. The theorem states that it is

possible to make the operator D selfadjoint provided we pass to a bigger Hilbert

space Â? containing the given one L2(p), and the commutation relation (3.12)

may be "lifted" to %?. See [J-Mo] for more details on commutation relations.

This theorem was proved first in [J-Mu] for the special case when at least

one of the two deficiency-indices is assumed to be finite; and the finiteness

restriction was then removed by Werner in the recent paper [We].

However, the application in [Jo2, J-Mu and We] are for Weyl systems on the

real line. The present discussion will be based on the group duality Z - T, and

the present arguments are somewhat different.

By general theory [A-G], we may pick some Hilbert space Slf , containing %?

as a closed subspace, and a selfadjoint operator K in X such that

Dp = Kp   for all p G &
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where we recall that ¿P is viewed as a dense linear subspace of %? = L2(p).

Let E(') be the spectral resolution of K, i.e., the orthogonal projection valued

measure on R, taking values in the orthogonal projections of Jf, and satisfying,

K = JK AE(dA). Let Q be the orthogonal projection of Stf onto X, and set

(4.1) F(.) = QE(.)Q.

We then get

(4.2) Dp = [ XF(dX)p,       p g 9>.
Jb.

Let & be the set of all such (generally nonorthogonal) positive spectral reso-

lutions. We shall need the following action of Z on y. Let an be given by

(n G Z),

an(F)(X) = F(k + n),        fe/,

and

(4.3) ß„(F) = V-"an(F)V".

Then ßn(F) G &, whenever fe^ and « G Z. This follows from Lemma

3.2 above.
Using now amenability of Z, weak *-compactness of &, and the Markov-

Kakutani-fixed point theorem [D-S], we get some F0 G 9~ satisfying ßn(Fo) =

Fo, « G Z. This may be rewritten in the form

(4.4) VnFo(dX)V-" = Fo(dX + n),        «gZ.

Alternatively, define Fo(<p) := JRtp(X)Fo(dX) for compactly supported continu-

ous functions tp on R. Then the commutation relation takes the form

(4.5) VnFo(tp)V-n = Fo(tpn)

where the notation tp„ refers to the translation action of Z on tp, see (4.7)

below.
Using the extension method from [J-Mu, §7], we may choose an isometric

embedding, W : %f —► %?, and an orthogonal projection measure Eq in %?

such that Fo(-) = W*Eo(-)W ; and V may be extended to a unitary operator

V in %T such that

(4.6) VnEo(tp)(V)-" = Eo(9n)

where again tpn denotes the translation,

(4.7) tpn(X):=tp(X-n),        AgR,  «gZ.

The measure Eo(-) may possibly be continuous; but, in any case, a Borel subset

A c R may be chosen such that the projections (E0(A + n))„€z are nonzero and

mutually orthogonal. From the construction of (V, %?) in [J-Mu], it follows

further that %? will be a reducing subspace for V , acting on the (dilated) space

%f. Let, for m G Z, Em:= Eo(A + m). Then

(4.8) VnÉm(V)-"=Ém+n

for all pairs «, m G Z, which is the desired commutation relation. When the

Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem [Jo2, Chapter 4] is applied, we get the
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system (V, Em) concretely realized on the Hilbert space L2(TX, dt, Jf) of

L2 -vector valued functions on the circle, with values in some Hilbert space Jf

(depending on the multiplicity). The measure dt on T1 refers to Haar measure.

On /: T1 --> Jf, / g L2(T> ,dt,Jf),we have ||/||2 = / ||/(e")|l3f dt, and the

operator V is realized as

(4.9) (Vf)(z) = zf(z),        zGT1.

Let W: %? -» L2(T, dt,Jf) denote the isometric embedding which results
from the application of the uniqueness theorem. Then, for « G Z, we have

s(n)= [ zndp = ([l],V"[l]) = (W[l], VnW[l])
Jv

where the last inner product is in L2(T', dt, Jf). Let w = W[l]. Then

(4.10) s(n) = le"»\\w(e")\\2rdt.

If w(-) is expanded relative to some orthonormal basis for Jf, we get the

desired representation for the representing measure p. Let wk(-) be the coor-
dinate functions relative to the chosen ONB in Jf. Then the wks are scalar

functions, and

IM^II^ENc^OI2»
k

It follows from (4.10) and (2.1) that

(4.11) dp(t) = Y,\^k{ell)\2dt

k

is a representation as specified in Definition 1.1 above.

We also have the smoothness condition satisfied. This follows from the rep-
resentation of the operator group

T(Q=Y/CmÉm,        CGT,
m€Z

on L2(T, dt,Jf) in the form,

(4.12) T(Qf(z) = f(Cz),        z,CGT

(which is translation on the circle in terms of the angular variable).

Formula (4.8) then takes the form

vnT(Q(V)-n = rBr(C)

and the smoothness property of the vector function w = W[l] follows from

having w in the domain of the infinitesimal generator of the unitary group

T(-) given in (4.12). This generator is an extension (by construction, see (4.2))
of the operator D from Lemma 3.1, and the vector [1] is in the domain of D.

This is part of the conclusion of Lemma 3.1.

5. The Hamburger moment problem

Smoothness conditions for the Hamburger moment problem (1.2), for the
line, are more complicated than the condition (2.2) from Theorem 2.1 regard-

ing the trigonometric moment problem. This is due, in part, to the fact [Ak]
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that the former problem is generally «o7 determinate whereas the latter one is

automatically determinate. This means that, for a given moment sequence, as in

(1.2), there will generally be a variety of measures satisfying the same moment

conditions (1.2).
Hamburger [Ha] showed that a given sequence 5(0), 5(1), ... has a repre-

sentation (1.2) for some positive Borel measure v on R if and only if

(5.1) Y.YAntmAn + m)>0
n     m

for all (finite) sequences tJo»íi» ••• • The positive semidefinite condition (5.1)

gives rise to a symmetric operator T in a Hilbert space %f where the inner

product in %? is defined in terms of the quadratic form (5.1). We shall assume

that this symmetric operator, realized on polynomial functions J2Çnxn as mul-

tiplication by x, is essentially selfadjoint, i.e., that it has deficiency-indices

(0,0). This assumption has the effect of excluding all the (very interesting)

cases [B-C and La] when the problem is indeterminate. (The indeterminate

cases are known to admit discrete discontinuous spectrum [B-C].) The follow-

ing result will be stated for sequences (5(«))q° where the above two conditions

are satisfied, i.e. (1.2) holds, and the operator T has selfadjoint closure in

the corresponding Hilbert space %?. Then the spectral resolution P(-) for T

produces a measure v given by

(5»2) v(.) = (\l],P(.){l])

which is completely analogous to formula (3.4) above, and this measure v solves

(1.2).

6. The second a priori estimate

With the above assumptions on the given sequence, the representing measure

v is unique, and we have

Theorem 6.1. Let (5(«))q° be a numerical sequence satisfying the two above

mentioned conditions. Then the representing measure v is smooth if and only

if there is an e G R+ with the property that the a priori estimate

^2Yl^"imS(n + m) >e|^(« + l)s(n)Çn+x
n     m

is satisfied for all complex (finite) sequences Co, & , Ç2, ... .

Proof (Sketch). We shall limit the present discussion since the argument is sim-

ilar to that of the proof of Theorem 2.1 above. We shall only prove that the

condition is sufficient. The necessity is relatively trivial.

By the argument from §3, we establish a parallel to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

For polynomials p(x) = ¿<^«x", define p'(x) = Y,n^nXn~x, and show the

existence of a y/ G L2(v) such that the operator D, given by

(6.1) Dp = ip' +pip

is symmetric in L2(v), and moreover satisfies the Heisenberg commutation

relation

(6.2) [D,T] = iI
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where / denotes the identity operator in L2(u). The proof is based on an

extension of (6.2) to a certain enlarged Hilbert space.

Using the argument from §4, we may then identify the operator system T, D

as a compression of a Schrödinger representation [Jo2] acting now on the con-

crete Hilbert space of vector valued functions L2(R,Jf) for some Hilbert

space Jf, accounting for the multiplicity of this Schrödinger representation.

If W: M? -> L2(R, Jf) is the isometry which "includes" (see [Jo2, Chapter 4]
for details) the T, D-system in the Schrödinger representation, then w := W[l]

satisfies

v = \\w{x)\\lfdx

and w is in the domain of the operator D. As in §4 above, this allows us to

verify the asserted smoothness property of the representing measure v .
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Added in proof

While the conclusions in Theorems 2.1 and 6.1 are given in terms of respec-

tive spectral measures from (1.1) and (1.2), it should be stressed that our proof

yields additional information, viz., the operator valued measure F from (4.2).

While the solutions F in (4.2) are far from unique, the following additional

conditions on some solution Fo can be shown to imply uniqueness, and as a

result we get a new integer valued invariant (alias index) for the two classical

moment problems.

Corollary. A solution Fo to (4.2) ex/575 as specified such that further (4.4) holds,

and St := Je"xFo(dX), 7 g R+, defines a contraction semigroup. When the
Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem is applied to the minimal unitary dila-

tion (see [J-Mu]) for the system (V, St), it follows that the multiplicity of the
resulting Weyl operator system is an invariant for the original moment problem.

A similar invariant is also available for the Hamburger moment problem

treated in Sections 5 and 6 above. The multiplicity is then defined directly in

terms of the Heisenberg group and the corresponding unitary representation

which results from consideration of the analogous minimal unitary dilation.

More details for this corollary will appear elsewhere. The author is grateful

to M. Putinar and R. F. Werner for their interest and helpful correspondence.
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